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Grievance proceedings
against SJSU stalls
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Artist views ruins

Phil Langdon, painter of the murals on the Underground Records
building on Third Street, films the building’s destruction. The
building is being destroyed to make way for the planned Bank of
America.

Senator Alquist honored by SJSU
by Jan Flanery-Taylor
Sen. Alfred Alquist, D-San Jose, accepted a huge card
and numerous thanks from students and university officials
involved in the Over 60’s Program at a reception held
yesterday celebrating the new permanent status of the fee
waiver program for students over 60.
Alquist has been the main proponent for the program,
which has been retained as a pilot program for 3-1/2 years
at SJSU and California State University at Long Beach.
The program was signed into law in July and will go
into effect throughout the California State University and
Colleges system in January.
A giant card, which said "Thank you, Sen. Alquist,"
with signatures from people in the program, was given to
the senator when SJSU President Gail Fullerton introduced
him at the reception at SJSU’s International Center.
Alquist told the group of 50, "I’m more or less a
facilitator of other people’s ideas; it was Gail (Fullerton)
who gave me the idea for the program."
He said the efforts began over three years ago and he
could not get the bill through the legislature "so we had to

Royce Hall resident
assaulted in kitchen
by Christine Merck
A female Royce Hall resident was assaulted at 6:52
a.m. Sunday, according to University Police, in an attack similar to a September assault in the same dorm.
Sunday’s victim left her room to get a glass of milk
from the Royce Hall kitchen. While in the kitchen, a
man approached her from behind, put an arm around
her neck and his right hand partially over he mouth,
Officer Russ I,undsford said.
She was startled, screamed, and the suspect ran. He
appeared to have been a man she saw using a lobby
phone as she walked to the kitchen.
The victim believes that her assailant was
pretending to use the telephone, according to Lunsford.
The suspect is described as a black male, about 18
years old, 6 feet 2 inches tall, weighing about 180 pounds
with a short afro hairstyle and without facial hair. He
was seen wearing a dark blue t-shirt and jeans. Lunsford said.
A female Royce resident, who was attacked in a
bathroom stall about 7 a.m. on Saturday, Sept. 20,
provided a similar description of her assailant to
University Police. That case is still under investigation.
The suspect had been described as a black male,
about 23 years old, 6 ;eet 2 inches tall, weighing about
185 pounds with an athletic build and a short-cropped
afro hairstyle. He was seen wearing a t -shirt and jeans,
investigator Greg Wixom said.
The suspect fled before he was able to rape his
victim, according to Wixom. When the suspect barged
through the bathroom door, she screamed and fought
the man.
This Sunday, some Royce residents heard the victim’s screams, but none of the residents saw the assault.
They checked the dorm and the Seventh Street parking
garage, but didn’t see anything, according to Lundsford.
"We can’t say whether the man is a student or how
he got into the dorm at seven in the morning," Wixom
said after the September Royce attack.
"Maybe an early morning jogger let him into the
building, or someone leaving for work," he said.
Royce Hall doors are locked during the weekend,
said Terry Edel, a Royce resident adviser. Recently the
door leading form the lounge to the bottom floor
women’s hall has been locked at all times.
"People who don’t belong in the dorm have been
seen spending nights in the center lounge," Edel said.
"No one should be permitted inside he building unless a
resident is contacted arid permission given," she said.

settle for a pilot program. We had some opposition from
the Department of Finance."
Alquist later said Gov. Jerry Brown and his administration "had made it difficult to get it through the
fiscal committees," because of concerns about the cost.
He said he had been able to get the bill through the
Senate fairly easily, but had a tough time getting it through
assembly committees.
Alquist also said he believed the program has great
merits politically and socially in bringing together different
age groups.
The senator told the group the new law is one of his
most rewarding achievements in 17 years as a legislator.
Alquist drew laughter from his audience of seniors
when he recounted Jerry Brown’s comment to Mrs. Alquist
that the two probably didn’t get along too well because of
the "generation gap."
Phyllis Sutphen, reentry adviser for Programs and
Services told the audience her office helps over-60 students
to deceide on their options and tries to give them confidence.
continued on back page

by Dave Burckhard
The first academic grievance
proceeding against SJSU by Thomas
Balgooyen, assistant professor of biology,
last Friday stalled when the university’s
representative, Dean of the Faculty Robert
Sasseen, raised a question of procedures.
Balgooyen is challenging a decision by
his school’s Retention and Tenure committee to deny him tenure.
After opening arguments were made by
Speech-Communication Prof. David Elliott,
who represented Balgooyen, Sasseen objected to Elliott’s presentation of evidence.
Sasseen said that Executive order 301, a
document issued by the California State
University and Colleges system Chancellor’s
office outlining grievance hearing
procedures, stated that each side was to
make an opeing argument followed by the
presentation of evidence followed by a
closing argument.
He said that Elliott was violating the
procedures by presenting arguments during
the evidence portion of the hearing.
His objections came when Elliottt read
from notes and documents originating with
the evaluation committees which eventually
denied Balgooyen’s tenure.
Sasseen said the "documents speak for
themselves" and Elliott’s "piecemeal
arguments" about the statements in the
documents were out of order, "prejudicial"
and should have been made by witnesses.
Elliott, however, said he remained
unconvinced by Sasseen’s objections and
said that his presentation of evidence was
not in violation of the executive order.
Balgooyen said that although the order
outlines the argument-evidence-argument
procedure, it does not forbid them from
presenting arguments during the presentation of evidence.
Additionally, Elliott acknowledged that
the hearing is not a judicial process and that
his presentation, with his hopes of expediting the hearings, would be the most
"effective and efficient" way to procede.
The grievance committee chairman,
Sociology Prof. Alvin Rudoff, allowed Elliott
to continue with his presentation but, after a

few minutes with the continued objections
raised by Sasseen, Rudoff ended the
meeting.
All three parties agreed that the
procedures should be clarified before continuing.
Rudolf is seeking clarification from the
Executive Committee of the Grievance
Panel, an SJSU committee.
The Executive Committee will contact
the chancellor’s office and will advise
Rudolf.
The next hearing will probably begin at
the beginning of next semester.
Rudoff said his office will set the dates
for the first series of proceedings when all
parties involved are free.
During the opening arguments, Elliott
acknowledged that Balgooyen’s case is
complex and that the "stakes in this case
are extremely high" and that his "entire
professional life is on the line."
He said that in light of Balgooyen’s
professional qualifications and good
reviews, he will show that the university’s
decision was unsound.
Furthermore, he said he hopes to reveal
the "real reason" for the university’s
decision of denying Balgooyen tenure.
Elliott called the decision a "massive non
sequitor."
Sasseen said in his opening arguments
that it should be clear that the hearing is not
to determine whether Balgooyen should
receive tenure but whether the process
which denied him tenure was valid.
He said that the burden of proof lies
with Balgooyen to identify what part of the
tenure committee’s procedure was in
violation of the executive order.
He must also prove, Sasseen said, that
the violation was substantial and had an
adverse effect on the committee’s decision.
Elliott said after the adjournment of the
hearing that if the grievance committee
were to find in Balgooyen’s favor, it would
propose a remedy which would require the
campus president to accept.
If for some reason, the president does
not accept it, Elliott said, Balgooyen has the
right to appeal to outside arbitration.

Repository gets OK
by Lori Eickmann
The creation of an archaeological
repository which will "help establish SJSU
as a research center in anthropology and
archaeology" has been given the final OK,
according to Alan Leventhal, equipment
technician in the Anthropology Department.
The repository will house prehistoric
materials which are unearthed in archaeological projects in the Santa Clara
Valley.
Possible locations for the repository are
the basement of the old Science Building or
in the library, Leventhal said. J. Handel
Evans, SJSU associate executive vice
president, will decide on the location
sometime this month.
Leventhal said the repository will house
the department’s existing collections as soon
as it is completed.
"We have around 20 local sites from the
Santa Clara Valley and Santa Cruz
represented in small collections," he said.
"We will also be taking in collections from
Monterey."
The next collection, consisting of
materials unearthed in the Highway 101
widening project near Morgan Hill dubbed
the Blood Alley Project will not be ready
for a few months, according to Leventhal.
Leventhal said members of the Anthropology Department requested the
repository as a facility to assure the proper
curation of earchaeological
sehT".slairetam
materials usually end up in
attics because no institutions in the Santa
Clara Valley have the facilities to take
them," he said. "And they’re invaluable a
priceless resource for scholars."
The collections will also be used by

students as a data base to generate archaeological projects and research,
Leventhal said. "A data base gives us a
comparative collection, so we can compare
newly acquired artifacts with old ones."
The repository will contain "field notes,
maps, photos, and reports as well as artifacts so everything remains in tact,"
Leventhal said. "This way, meaningful
research can be done.
"Hopefully, this will give students the
opportunity to publish research," he added.
I,evanthal said another advantage of the
repository will be that the Anthropology
Department will generate money for its
foundation by accepting and curating these
collections.
SJSU and Cal-Trans are working out an
agreement whereby Cal-Trans will pay the
university for the curation of materials from
the Blood Alley Project.
"When they put in a highway, they
assume the chance of destroying cultural
resources," I,evanthal said. "California had
a high Indian population, for example, and
this is a high burial ground area. So before
they begin construction, they must do an
environmental impact report."
Then, CallYans "must by law pay for
the curation of the materials they excavate," Leventhal said.
The department’s foundation money will
be used for student assistantships and
research.
Finally, Leventhal said, SJS:: will
benefit from the repository because the
facility will become a focus for future
research and "attract scholars, not just
students" to the university.
"It will give San Jose State a little more
color, more cultural awareness," he said.
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Anthropology lecturer Alan Leventhal said he believes science
"should not he hidden away in boxes in dark dungeons." as he
searches through boxes containing artifacts
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Students:Take advantage of RTP victory
by Scutt Mace
Steff Writer

This is the last time this
semester you will have to read about
RTP. Judging by the response in the
letters to the editor section of this
page, retention, tenure and
promotion has not been a topic of
great concern this fall.
While I am just as concened as
the next Spartan Daily reader about
Iran, inflation and the goings-on at
City Hall, I do not think students
realize the import of the battle they
won last week in Long Beach.
Simply put, the students won one
for a change, but with the condition
that they don’t blow it. The fight to
get students on RTP committees has
gone on longer than many students
realize, and the opposition to student
involvement was the strongest I
have ever seen by faculty on any
issue in California.
And yet the faculty lost and the
students won. Well, not quite. For
one thing, the exact language of the
policy allowing students to sit as
non-voting members on RTP
committees has yet to be developed
by the California State University
and Colleges chancellor’s office.
That language will come before the
board of trustees in January.
While it is unlikely the trustees

will reverse a decision they so
recently made, there is every indication the CSUC faculty, through
its unions and the statewide
Academic Senate, will lobby
furiously to chip away at what the
trustees granted to students.
In addition, the whole program
is on a trial basis and will be
reviewed in 1981. This pilot project,
to get students involved in the RTP
process, will soar on shaky wings
while a thousand critics (and not
just faculty) try to shoot it down.
The students who serve on RTP
committees can expect to be
scrutinized, evaluated and subjected
to more pressure than they have
ever experienced during their involvement in university governance.
It makes the confrontation with
SJSU President John Bunzel over
the A.S. budget several years ago
look likes pea-shooting match.
To some this may sound alarmist, but I base my belief on the
almost -absolute opposition of
faculty around the state to allow
students on RTP committees. Owing
to the hard work of the A.S. here at
SJSU, tensions may not run quite as
high as they will at other campuses.
Here, the students, without turning
out in large numbers, were able to
leave the door open a crack for RTP

involvement through the Academic
Senate resolution of last month. Only
at San Francisco State did students
do better.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
also kept an open mind on the
subject, in contrast to numerous
CSUC campus presidents who, for
one reason or another, sided with the
faculty on the RTP issue.
For these reasons, the SJSU
faculty may be willing to give
students one chance to prove
themselves worthy of direct participation in RTP. Many faculty,
though, are going to remain
resentful because of a mandate
imposed upon them from above to
allow students into the committee
rooms. A university professor
considers him or herself far more
qualified to sit in judgment on his or
her peers.

At the same time, students
should keep the main question in
mind: How well does the faculty
member teach? They should not
allow their opinions to be lost in lofty
faculty debate.

would be wasted.
Many may ask, "Why should
students give a damn if they are
going to graduate and be long gone
in a few years anyway?" With
declining enrollment, SJSU needs all
the help it can get if its reputation is
to remain as it is or get better.

Appealing to students’ own selfinterest is one approach, but one can
see student participation as part of a
larger movement the consumer
movement. Students are consumers
like everyone else and this is one
opportunity where they can help
"improve the product."

First and foremost, though,
students have to participate.
Faculty, administration and the
student press will be asking, "Do the
students give a damn?" The RTP
test flight could come crashing down
if students allow committee seats to
remain unfilled. Years of effort

Anything that would help SJSU
become a better university better
teachers would be one factor
would not only attract more
students, it could make an SJSU
diploma more prestigious in future
years when i might come in handy
on a job application.

Students in every department in
every school of SJSU should begin
thinking about whether they want to
help improve their education. If the
answer is yes, involvement in
retention, tenure and promotion
committees is one way they can
really do something about it.

maturity and tact.
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Students must make up for their
lack of years by showing sensitivity
for the persons affected by RTP. The
process has been called one of the
most torturous punishments known
and it may well be. Every facet of a
teacher’s professional life is laid
bare to scrutinization. Someone’s
job could be on the line. Students
should approach the process with
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Another sad event

The old gives way to new
by Denise Downer
Statl Writer

When I heard that the AfroAmerican Studies Department
building on campus would be torn
down probably within the next two
years, I was saddened.
In fact, the chancellor’s office
wants to remove all old buildings
within the California State
University and Colleges system.
The reason behind this mandate
is unknown to me. I have heard two

past adds a lot of character to our
campus. It is an intriguing sight for
many passersby.
However, for the people who
work inside or visit often, the
building undoubtedly holds a different meaning.
It could be like a home away
from home to them. Therefore, like
any dwelling, it holds many
memories.
The hardwood floors, decorative
walls and wide staircase may be a

’The architecture and look of the past
adds a lot of character to our campus’

we trade favorite possessions we
love for the sake of progress.
In the process we lose something
of great value a part of the past.
These are things we are used to
having around
like the AfroAmerican Studies Department.
But, once they are gone, they
can never be regained.
Therefore, we find ourselves in a
real predicament. We want new
things, but we also want to keep
cherished old ones.
Life often involves give and take
situations. No one is always on the
receiving end.
I just think it is sad and ironic
how the word "progress" can ring
hollow at times.
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explanations for the inevitable
destruction of our old buildings.
Some people say the structures
do not meet earthquake standards.
But, the people who work in the AfroAmerican Studies Department say
the building will be destroyed to
make room for a new parking
garage.
Whatever the reason, my
feelings remain the same. I don’t
want to see those lovely old buildings
crumble to the ground.
Although I have never been a
regular visitor at the Afro-American
Studies Department, I am among
the many people who admire the
building.
The architecture and look of the

part of each individual.
I know that sometimes it is
necessary to destroy old things for
the sake of new ones. Modernization
makes our lives a little bit easier.
For example, if removing the
old buildings will created a new
parking garage, it would make
things easier for students.
Also, when modernization
begins in one area, it is difficult to
prevent it from spreading. After all,
we must keep up with the changing
times.
Everyone wants to "keep up
-with the Joneses;" no one wants to
be left behind.
But gaining new things can
mean giving up old ones. Sometimes

letters
Integrate
Editor:
I. for one, do not think the
possible termination of the Home
Economics Department is such an
unfortunate event. In following this
thought, I would like to bring forth a
personal experience I had when
trying to select a class a few years
back.

Since I cook many of my own
meals, an idea came to me one day
’about the possibility of taking a
home economics course. By pursuing this thought, I believed some
nutritive, eye-appealing, quick and
different ways of cooking may be
explained to me. While following
through with this objective, though,
I felt discouraged and out of place.
It is significant to explore the
concept of whether or not "It is a
woman’s profession" (from p.6,
Spartan Daily, Nov. 16). Can the
Home Economics Department boast
of a male enrollment equal to any
other major department on campus? In defense of this prior
statement I should mention it is long
overdue that men infiltrate. Furthermore, how many men are
employed in these home economics
courses offered at SJSU?
Am I the only one to have been

rebuffed when inquiring about home
economics courses? Is the hierarchy
in home economics considering the
move to equal parity that has been
mandated (through the courts) for
men’s athletics? For these and other
considerations I no longer consider
the department a valid and integral
portion of our university.
These other considerations I
referred to above have to do with the
feasibility of absorbing the
curriculum of home economics
courses into other classes on
campus. There is no distinction, for
instance, between courses offered
for the health professions in the
present catalog and those listed for
foods and nutritions (a corollary of
home economics).
Another letter has appeared in
the Spartan Daily) Nov. 29) choosing
to ignore the possibilities of a man’s
participation ( by mere exclusion).

The examples given in the article
giving reasons for the continuation
of home economics give credence to
my above argument that these
courses can be absorbed by other
departments. These areas include a)
money and time management, and
b) consumer awareness, two very
general areas, which are covered by
economics and business classes.
Other points elucidated by the writer
of the previous article (Nov. 29)
studies,
were environmental
housing and family counseling.
These are all duplications of
presently existing programs on this
university.
I would, however, like to make it
perfectly clear. I have no personal
vendetta against this department. I
do, in the same breath, believe they
ought to integrate or perish.
Don Shannon
Microbiology, junior

Congratulations

You’re an adult now
by Ron Lazzarotti
SWI1Writer

Over the years, I have noticed
people often disagree over the age
when young people take that major
step into adulthood.
Some of the younger generation
see their 16th birthday as the turning
point. After all, now they can go car
dating and not have to be driven
around by their parents.
I disagree.
Others see their 18th year as the
stepping stone to respect. I mean
they get to vote, right?
Wrong.
Still, others see their 21st birthday as the one where they shed
their childish habits and enter the
real world.
Wrong again.

J-
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Actually, I feel there is one
standard criterion for entering that
magical time we know as adulthood,
and it has very little to do with age.
I think the day we step from
where ever it is we are to adulthood,
is the day we get our first credit

card.
Face it, you are nobody in this
world until you can walk into a
department store, look that clerk
right in the eye, and say "charge it."
What a feeling of power!
If you look at it logically, I think
you will see my point. Our society
has developed into a society based
on credit. Nobody ever uses money
anymore.
I remember the feeling I had
when I received my first credit card
in the mail. I thought I was king of
the world.
Actually, I originally applied for
a credit card because you usually
need to show one when you write a
check.
That lasted until I ripped open
the envelope containing my card.
Within the hour I had started
establishing credit.
However, this card was Just for
a local department store. I soon felt
limited and the urge to move on to

bigger and better things.
Before I knew it, I applied for,
and received a major credit card, I
mean I had one of the big three or
four ( opinions vary).
This was the ultimate
go anywhere and buy
anything.

I could
almost

Even when I wrote a check and
the clerk asked for a credit card, I’d
casually reach into my wallet and
flash the big blue, white and gold,
and there was never a question.
Then, just when I was rolling
along and it looked like smooth
sailing, my bubble burst. It was the
end of the month and time to settle
up with the credit God.
I looked at the bill and thought
"I couldn’t have possibly charged
that much," but there it was in black
and white, right out of their stupid
computer.
At that moment I realized what
It was like to be an adult.
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College to be run by sun

Babys’ concert
makes profit for
Program Board
by Craig Henderson
The A.S. Program Board made money on three
Wednesday Cinemas in October and lost money on two
cinemas, according to the monthly budget report
prepared by Program Board Director Barbara Profit.
The Program Board made an estimated $500 on
"Superman," $50 on "Richard Pryor," and $84 on
"Rocky Horror Picture Show." The board lost an
estimated $380 on "Boys From Brazil" and $170 on
"Norma Rae."
The board lost an estimated total of $6,000 on 11
programs in October. The big losers were the John Dean
program, losing $2,150, and the Gus Giordano dance
worshop and performance, losing $4,800.
The Nick Gilder and The Babys concert on Nov. 16
made more than $5,000, according to Profit. The revenue
was $20,531, and the program cost the board an
estimated $15,000.
Profit said, The programs are not money-making
ventures. Our job is to provide students with high
quality programs. That’s what I have every intention of
doing."
When programs do make money, Profit said, "we
can use the money for future programming."
AS. allocated the Program Board $99,200 for the
1979-80 school year. The AS. receives its money from
student fees paid each semester.
The Gus Giordano Jazz Dance Chicago Co. put on a
dance workshop, teaching four classes of ballet and jazz
on Oct. 18 and 19. On Oct. 20, the dance company performed in the University Theater.
The company charged $3,500, according to the
budget report. The estimated cost to the board, in addition to the fee, was $2,587.50, and the income from the
classes and the performance was $1,472.90.
"I think it was entirely worthwhile," said Kai
Sandelin, dance chairperson for the board and
programmer of the event. "We were able to give
students at this university and members of the community the opportunity of taking classes from a
professional dance company at reduced prices."
"The students were charged $2 for the classes," she
said. "The going rate for a class from a professional is
$5."
Dance is historically not a money making venture,"
Sandelin said. "The educational system has to take the
initiative to present dance programs or its just not going
to be."
Sandelin said, "We could take my small budget and
give it to rock concerts like Nick Gilder and The Babys
and make a lot of money. But we would be losing the
opportunity to present a very special art form.
"The interest in dance is this area is just beginning," Sandelin said. "I don’t feel we should stop putting
on dance programs because they lose money."

Vasconcellos plans
’town hall meeting
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D-Ban Jose, has
scheduled a "town hall" meeting Wednesday night, to
discuss concerns about the downtown and surrounding
areas with the local residents.
The meeting will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the Horace
Mann Elementary School cafeteria, on East Santa Clara
Street between Seventh and Eighth streets.
According to Rita Risser, an aide, Vasconcellos will
speak for a few minutes and open the meeting to
discussion.
"It’s pretty open," she said.

SJPD still probing
leads on Nov. 4 death
The San Jose Police Department has no new information in the Nov. 4 slaying of SJSU student Blythe
Nielson who was found dead in her apartment.
The police are still working on leads but have no
identifiable suspects, Lt. Don Ewing said last week.
The police have not been able to establish any clear
link between the slaying and two earlier assaults on
women in their apartments near campus earlier this
year.
On Oct. 12, an SJSU female student was slashed
across the face by an unknown assailant while she slept.
The suspect escaped after the woman’s roommates went
to her aid.
On Jan. 9 a woman said she awakened in her
apartment to see a suspect standing over her bed. The
assailant hit her across the face with what she thought
was a hammer covered with a sock, causing a deep
wound to the forehead.
The assailant fled after the woman ran from the
apartment to a neighbor’s house to call the police.
The homocide and Oct. 12 assault both took place
within four blocks of each other on South 12th Street.
The Jan. 9 attack was at a South 13th Street address.
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Brown sidesteps anti-nuclear protesters
Officer says photograph
was taken 10 years ago
SAN JOSE (API - Police officer James Aligo says it
was quite a shock when he saw a Saturday night telecast
showing angry anti-American demonstrators waving a
familiar picture of him in Tehran, Iran.
"I’m glad that the news media pointed out that picture was taken more than 10 years ago," Aligo says of the
photograph, which shows him in riot gear stooping over a
blood-splattered man.
Tehran venders, claiming the picture showed police
brutality against Iranians in the United States, sold
enlargements of the picture to street demonstrators who
waved them before television cameras.
However, the picture was actually taken in 1968
during a student demonstration at San Francisco State
College. Aligo, who was a member of the San Francisco
police Tac Squad at the time, became a San Jose police
officer two years later.
In an interview Sunday, Aligo, who is Filipino, said
the bleeding man was of Irish descent, and his last name
was Maloney. Aligo said he doesn’t recall Maloney’s first
name, but that Maloney filed a civil lawsuit against him
because of the incident.
"The jury ruled in my favor" in the civil trial which
ended four years ago, Aligo said.

Is deportation constitutional?
WASHINGTON I
- The
Carter administration’s
push to deport Iranians has
set off an intense debate
over the constitutionality of
enforcing immigration
laws more strictly against
one
nationality
than
against others.
libertarians
Civil
argue that the administration move violates
constitutional
the
of
equal
guarantee
protection of the laws.
They say the Bill of Rights
applies as much to aliens
as to American citizens.
ofAdministration
ficials reply with a long
string of Supreme Court
supporting
decisions
deportation of aliens who
have violated the terms of
their visas.
The officials argue that
they are acting only
against those Iranians who
have violated immigration
They
concede,
laws.
however, that millions of

persons from other nations
tace no immediate risk of
deportation despite the
same the same sort of
violations.
Some experts ouside of
government say the debate
raises questions never
directly presentd to the
courts - and thus, still
unsettled in the law. That
may change, however.
Two suits alleging the
deportation
move
discriminates
against
Iranians have been filed one by three Iranian
students, the other by the
Confederation of Iranian
students. A hearing on the
two legal actions is
scheduled today in U.S.
District
Court
in
Washington.
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SACRAMENTO ’API Gov. Edmund Brown Jr.
does not plan to meet with
the two dozen anti-nuclear
protesters who have been
parked in his outer office
for six days, his spokesman
said yesterday.
"He has no plans to
meet with them at this
time, said Steve Duscha,
Brown’s assistant press
secretary.
He said the protesters,
who want Brown to use
emergency powers to close

DALLAS (AP) - Jerry
Poarch sells bomb
shelters, and since the
crisis in Iran, his business
is booming.
There’s a backlog of 15
orders, and sales haven’t
been this good since the
Cold War in the 1950s, said
the president of the only
shelter company in the city
telephone directory.
Most of his customers
don’t call them "bomb
shelters" any more.
"Some people say they
want one for a wine cellar.
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Mr. Wilfred thanks you for making
us SJSU’s leading hair style shop
BLOW & GO CUT
with this ad. Have your hair
cut to stay in place during the
winter months
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When auto costs make you scream and the bus makes
you cuss, think of us! Free-Wheelin’ Mopeds &
Skateboards carries Puch, the finest moped made!
Puch’s are dependable, durable, economical and
handsome! Free-Wheelin. is the authorized Puch
dealer and service center. So when the
traffic gets you down think of us, we’ll
get you up on a Ruch!
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Island plant in Pennsylvania where radiation
leaked last March.

Others say they want it for
storage or to use as an
extra room," Poarch said.
"We sold one to a man who
wanted it for his poker
games."
Poarch said his father
designed the underground
shelter 25 years ago. It sold
for $1,995 then, but costs
$3,495 today.

Spartan Daily

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
1,.,.

the Rancho Seco Nuclear
power plant, met twice last
week with the governor’s
chief aide, Gray Davis.
"He (Brown) is aware
of their views and they of
his," Duscha said.
The protesters, who
began their sit-in in the
governor’s reception office
last Wednesday, say the
Sacramento Municipal
Utility District nuclear
plant 25 miles southeast of
here is unsafe. It is a neartwin of the Three Mile

Bomb shelter sales booming
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news briefs

Your eyes are your most valuable sense and
we’d like to help you take care of them

Peter W. Ross, 0.1).,

The bill, H.R. 2449, said that with improvement and
development, DQ University could -assume a role as a
national learning and cultural center for native
American students."
The federal government cut off funding for the
university in February, Banks said. Since that time, the
university has survived through the donations of concerned persons, he said.
The government thought it "could close us down,"
but "we withstood their freeze," Banks added.
At a $10-a-plate fund-raising dinner Friday night,
Fonda told nearly 200 persons in the audience that "this
former military installation is the place where the interceptors, the spying and the decoding" for the CIA
was done, as she pointed toward one wall.
Now, the "native Americans have turned it into a
place of learning," she said.
"How frail it is what we really are," Fonda added.
"We are blessed because we live at a time when we
make the difference whether we are going to make the
future or not.
"We have the precious gift of life, and we have to
protect it."
After Fonda spoke, the audience wrote checks
totalling more than $2,600 to help finance the cost of
bringing solar power to DQ University.
The rhythmic "boom" of a large drum resounded
through the room as several young native Americans hit
it in unison when Fonda began to leave. Others gathered
around Fonda and honored her with a farewell song.

Jane Fonda and Dennis Banks
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by Mark Robert Henry
Ground-breaking ceremonies, for what activist
Dennis Banks said will be the nation’s first solar
powered university, were held Friday at DQ University
near Davis.
Political activist and actress Jane Fonda, and
Ranks, co-founder of the American Indian Movement
and chancellor of DQ University, shoveled dirt in an
open field. The ground-breaking was the first step
toward what is scheduled to become six units of solarpowered student housing for 36 students by 1985, Banks
said.
The university, attended by 125 students, will use
wood burning and wind power to complement the solar
power, Banks said at a press conference earlier in the
day.
The plan to use solar, wind and wood-burning power
will make DQ University a "self-sufficient model" for
the rest of the United States, Fonda said.
The trip to DQ University will be Fonda’s last trip
away from the Los Angeles area for three years, she
said, because of obligations to the film industry.
DQ University was founded in 1971 on land which
once housed a military installation. At that time the
federal government gave native Arrkricans the temporary use of several buildings and more than 300 acres
of surrounding land.
U.S. Rep. Vic Fazio introduced a bill into Congress
in February that, if passed, would permanently give the
land to native Americans.

_}
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Host USC women’s hoop squad

Spartans seek revenge
by Dave Kellogg
There will be a
measure of revenge on the
line tonight as the SJSU
women’s basketball team
hosts the University of
Southern California at 7:30
in Spartan Gym.
The Spartans will be
looking to avenge last
year’s 99-92 loss to USC in
the WAIAW regionals. The
Trojan victory cost SJSU a
run at the national
championship and shattered the Spartans’ 22game win streak.
Although the Trojans
look even more formidable
on paper this year, they are

coming off an upset loss to
the University of San
Francisco last weekend.
The Dons edged USC on a
buzzer shot to take the Sour
Dough Invitational in the
City.
Three weeks ago USF
gave SJSU all it could
handle in the championship
game of the Cal-Poly
Classic. The Spartans had
to overcome a 14 point
deficit in the second half
before struggling to a 59-58
victory.
The Spartans may not
be able to match up as well
against USC, however,
since the Trojans have four

starters over 5-10.
"They have a big,
excellent front line," SJSU
coach Sharon Chatman
said.
Leading that front line
is 6-6 center Lisa Widding.
Widding is a "good but not
outstanding player," according to Chatman. USC
does a good job of not
overextending its big lady
though, having her concentrate mainly on defense
and rebounding.
Widding gets some
good support on that front
line from 6-1 Terry Huff
and 6-0 Kathy Hammond.
Hammond
was
All -

Spartan rugby club
takes consolation title
The SJSU Rugby Club edged Ruggers
Inn of Hayward and blasted the cross-town
rival San Jose Silverhawks to take the
consolation title in the Stanford Ten-A-Side
Tournament last weekend in Palo Alto.
The Spartans used a potent offensive
attack to rush past the Silverhawks 20-4 in
the consolation title game last Saturday.
SJSU had problems getting untracked
against Ruggers Inn, however. Despite
spending most of the game in Ruggers Inn
territory, the Spartans couldn’t knock it

over until the last thirty seconds tor a 4-0
win.
Offensive woes continued to plague
SJSU against the San Francisco Seniors,
who knocked the Spartans out of championship contention with a 16-0 win.
"This is the best Stanford tournament
we’ve had in a long time," team captain
John Young said. "We were without a lot of
our football players and going with a lot of
young guys, so I’m happy."

Tourney in the Sour Dough
and is an excellent outside
shooter, Chatman said.
Huff, meanwhile, is
one of the Trojans best allaround athletes, who
rebounds, handles the ball,
and shoots well.
"A key to the game will
be our ability to hit the
boards and stay out of foul
trouble," Chatman said.
That will mean a lot of
pressure will be on the
Spartans’ improving front
line, especially center
Elinor Banks. Banks will
be giving away three inches to Widder and has
been known to get into
early foul trouble.
Things will be even
tougher in the backcourt
where USC starts 5-11, AllAmerican Kathy Doyle at
point guard. Doyle is
another one of those
athletes, according to
Chatman, that does
everything well.
At the other guard the
Trojans have another tall
one in 5-7 Thera Smith.

On paper, the Spartans’ backcourt of Wanda
Thompson (5-1) and Karen
Mason (5-7)doesn’t
match up that well, but
Chatman is hoping the
Spartans quickness advantage will offset the
Trojans height advantage.
"We’re going to press
their guards heavily and
make them prove they can
handle the ball," Chatman
said.
Defensively, USC could
also pose a problem in that
the Trojans throw up a
variety of zones and manto-man coverages which
the Spartans haven’t seen
much of this season.
"We’re going to have to
do what we’ve been trying
to do all yearthat is run,"
Chatman said. "If we can
break on them we should be
successful."
NOTP-S: Tonight’s game will
kw carried live by KSJS radio, 91
EM. Pregame show will begin at
7:20.
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Spartan golfer Sheehan
begins title defense today irt

684 NORTH FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95112
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Diane Knohlach helped the Spartan fencing team to an overwhelming win
over Sonoma State

Fencing

Spartans victorious;
plunder Cossacks
The last time the SJSU
fencers went up against
Sonoma State, the Spartans
won 24-3. Last Saturday,
the Spartans improved on
that by beating them for
the second time this season, 34-2.
Oh well, so much for a
challenge.
Actually, the Spartans
did not anticipate much of
a challenge from Sonoma
at all, coach Michael
D’Asaro said.
The women’s team,
minus No. 1 fencer Joy
Ellingson who took the day
off, won 9-0.
The team of Diane
Knobtech, Lauri Clark and
Sue Huseman combined to
overwhelm Sonoma.
The sabre team also
won 9-0, although D’Asaro
was careful in his praise.
-The sabre team won,
but against this type of

competition I’d like to see
them fence a little
cleaner," D’Asaro said.
"But I guess I shouldn’t
come down on them too
hard. They did win."
The foil team also put
together a solid performance, winning 9-0, and
is really beginning to shape
up.
"The foil team is
getting their team together
now," D’Asaro said.
"( Valentino) Desuyo won
three matches. He needed
those wins, and Tako
(Okamoto) and Mark
(Decena ) are getting it
together."
Sonoma gave the
Spartans’ epee team its
best challenge, with SJSU
ending up on top 7-2.
"I didn’t expect to lose
two bouts," D’Asaro said.
"One maybe, but if you let
up with anybody they can

Get the edge! Prepare to take the

LSAT
Law Schools Admissions Test

beat you."
The Spartans got
another solid performance
from Mike Fortanas,
recently moved into the
starting lineup
"F’ortanas is looking
good," D’Asaro added.
"He’s really picking it up
fast."
The Spartans’ next
match is at 5 p.m. Friday in
the Women’s Gym, when
’he Sacramento State
Hornets come to town.

On the edge of the
awesome Pacific Ocean,
SJSU’s Patty Sheehan will
begin her title defense
today in the California
women’s amateur golf
championship at the famed
Pebble Beach Golf Course.
Sheehan, the winner of
the tournament the past
two years, will be one of
five Spartans teeing off in
today’s qualifying round.
Eighty women, who got
there based on their low
handicaps, will be fighting
it out for 32 spots. The low
32 golfers will then move on
to match play, where it will
require five straight wins
to capture the title.
The other Spartans
participating are Juli
Simpson, Kelli Swank,
Shelley Flanagan and Iris
Andre.
SJSU women’s golf
coach Mark Gale said he
thinks the best bets to win
are Sheehan, Simpson,
Swank and Stanford’s
Linda Bowman.
Gale will be going to

the event, not only to root
"I’ll use this touron his own golfers, but also nament as my primary
to watch the many talented talent assessment of high
high school golfers that will school players," Gale said.
be playing.
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An Evening of Fashions
in Honor of
IOLA WILLIAMS

DYNAMOMETER TEST FACILITY
ELECTRONIC TUNE-UP

Councilwoman
Sunday, December 9, 1979
4:00pm - 6:00pm
Student Union Ballroom, SJSU
Presented by

CERTIFIED MECHANICS
DIAGNOSTIC 4 MAINTENANCE
SERVICE ENGINE OVERHAULS
CLUTCH and TRANSMISSION REPAIRS
CARBURETOR & BRAKE SERVICING
ELECTRICAL TESTING & REPAIR
AIR CONDITIONERS SERVICED

Afro-American Studies Department, SJSU
and
Black Professional Men of San Jose

Donations: $7.00 Adults /
$3.50 Students
For ticket information call: 277-2721

798N. 13th St.
(408) 2973690

San Jose, CA 95112
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GROPE &ASPB presents...
INTRAMURAL FINALS

SAN JOSE ART
Paint & Wallpaper Co.
FOR THE FINE, I IN

Tirt

M’aterials
Valley Fair Center
San Jose.Ca
249-8700
365 San Antonio Rd
Mtn View. Ca 941-3600

830 530
Mon Sat

VF Store also Open Weeknights til 9 & Sun 12 to 5

I knew
I should have
done more with
these books
than sit
on them!!
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"The Varsity Sport of the Mind"
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Today 1:00pm
SJSU Ballroom
San Jose State University
O.
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Tau Delta Phi A Team
vs
Tau Delta Phi B Team

ALLEY

January h II
$1121% includes:
N nights lodging
dm, lift pass for Store, Ir allot
2 pri. ale ski lessons
Parties! Parties! Parlirs!
I Or 1110f t in
contact 1hr
tisoelated Sludenls Business Office
of Phone 277 2731
wonsorcd to, It. iiYOCIaled SIrdenl. of AJP.I.

A Team Members
Sturrock
Mallon
Miller
Olds

"Be there or be square."

B Team Members
Burns
Eddy
Makashima
Rice
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Water polo coach reflects on sinking season
Youth and inexperience frustrated polo team
by Roger Myers
Had someone told Mike
MacNaMa toward the end
o last summer that he
would consider a 15-17
season "good," the hefty
water polo coach would
have had a hearty laugh.
But that is how he
described it last week.
Considering the youth
we had in the pool, we had a
good season," MacNaMa
said after returning from
Long Beach where he
watched PCAA champion
UC-Santa Barbara top
Stanford and UCLA in the
finals to take the NCAA
title.
MacNaMa
What
suffered this year was the

constant frustration of
directing a mediocre team
talented enough to dream
of great things but not
experienced enough to
achieve them.
For the Spartans it was
a transition period, from
high school to high intensity polo on the
collegiate level.
"A lot of the players
had very, very little experience coming in,"
MacNaMa said, "and
made great strides of
improvement.
"That goes for every
freshman on the team," he
continued.
And all but three of this
year’s players were first-

year collegians.
Spartan scoring was
led by senior Victor Ouslan
with 47. His play in the
league tournament was
greatly responsible for
SJSU salvaging fifth place,
two notches better than
their seasonal conference
standing. On the year SJSU
was 1-6 in the PCAA play.
In the tournament they
went 3-2.
Ouslan was named
second-team All-PCAA.
Senior Dixon Hinderaker and freshman Bret
Benter tied for runner-up
scoring honors with 29.
Freshman Keith Fishbeck
had 23.
MacNaMa was very

Ouslan earns water polo
most valuable selection
Senior Victor Ouslan
has been named the
Spartan Daily Most
Valuable Player on the
SJSU water polo team for
1979.
In the season-ending
league tournament two
weekends ago in Long
Beach where SJSU finished
fifth, Ouslan was picked to
the second-team All-PCAA
squad. He was the only
Spartan so honored.
Ouslan led SJSU’s
scoring this year with 47
goals. But more importantly, as one of only
two seniors on the team,
Ouslan was thrust into the
role of leader.
A Puerto Rican native
who has yet to fully master
the language, Ouslan led by
his performances in the
pool, though at times the
frustration of having
inexperience around him
was reflected in lethargic
play, especially on defense.
Except for such occasions, Ouslan was a

pleased with the play of
freshman Bill Davison in
goal, who came of age in
the PCAA tourney when
league officials ruled Dan
Kline ineligible.
What really hurt the
Spartans this year was the
absence of a player who
could control inside water
on offense.
That void was created
shortly before the season
began when John Ulf ring,
an All-PCAA setter two
years ago, "just disappeared," MacNaMa said.
"He would have made
a tremendous difference,"
MacNaMa sighed. "He
would have been the best
player on the team and
would have made the team
20 to 25 percent better."
Without Liffring, the
Spartan offense floundered, often setting up as
far as 25 or 30 yards from
the goal.
"Getting one or two
strong and experienced
J.C. transfers to set is the
No. 1 thing we’re looking
for in recruiting," MacNaMa said.
SJSU will aLso benefit
next year by the addition of
Cliff Jolley, one of the
fastest swimmers on the
coast. Jolley originally
attended USC, left for a
junior college, then

49ers win
in hockey
Victor Ouslan: "a veritable rock."
veritable rock, a steadying
influence during a season
fraught with peaks and
valleys.
Though he has played
only two seasons of intercollegiate polo, Ouslan

has finished his college
career because of the
NCAA five-year plan which
allows an athlete to
compete in four out of a
maximum five years. This
was Ouslan’s fifth year of
college.

Webster top Spartan
in gymnastics meet

A dismayed crowd in
Princeton, New Jersey,
wrapped
in
blankets
because of freezing temperatures,
watched
Saturday as Long Beach
State whipped favored
Penn State 2-0 to win the
national women’s field
hockey championship.
Long
Beach,
representing the same
region as SJSU, "played
beautiful hockey," Spartan
coach Leta Walter said.
’"The crowd was surprised," Walter added,
but it didn’t surprise me.
Long Beach gets hot and
cold but they played
flawlessly against Penn
State."
The Spartans finished
in a tie for seventh with St.
Louis University in the 16team event. SJSU in the
last three years, has
finished fourth, third and
seventh in the national
tournament.

But his polo playing
days are not over. Ouslan is
also a member of the
Puerto Rican national
team, which he hopes to
Senior co-captain Rickey Webster was the only help garner a birth in the
summer
Spartan to place in Saturday’s Sacramento State In- upcoming
vitational, the opening event of the season for the SJSU Olympic Games in
Moscow.
men’s gymnastics team.
"I think it was kind of a first-meet jitters type thing,"
A human performance
Spartan coach Rich Chew said. "We did not do as well as major, Ouslan, 22, wants to
we have in some practice meets, but we know we are remain at SJSU next year
capable of doing better."
as an assistant to coach
No team scores were kept, rather the event was just to Mike MacNaMa.
look at individuals, Chew said. Other participating schools
were host Sacramento State, Chico State, California,
Sonoma State and Diablo Valley College.
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WORKING
Jim Kirk, the Spartans’ other senior co-captain,
WITH DISTURBED CHILDREN?
finished fifth in the parallel bars, seventh in both the
horizontal bars and pommel horse, and fourth all-around.
Internships are available for
Freshman John Sahlein turned in a fourth-place finish
Psych X Nursing, O.T. and
in the floor exercise, in his first collegiate competition.
other interested students
With Sahlein, Webster and Kirk, the floor exercise should
be the Spartans’ strongest event, Chew said.
Contact RUDY FLORES at 374-9050

Spartans’ drive falls short
TUCSON, ARIZMichael Zeno stole an inbound pass
with seven seconds left to preserve Arizona’s 72-70
basketball victory over SJSU here last night before 10,409
screaming fans in McKale Center.
The game was close throughout after the Spartans
fought back from an early 11 -point deficit to take a 64-60
lead with 7:35 remaining on an Ed Saunders lay-up.
Two consecutive turnovers kept SJSU from increasing its lead. "I thought we played well enough to
win," SJSU Coach Bill Berry said. "We gave a great effort. But mental mistakes and turnovers beat us."
The Spartans had 18 turnovers in suffering their first
loss of the year. They are 1-1 on the season.
Sid Williams played his most aggressive game in two
years and led the Spartans scoring with 19 points.

It was a long, frustrating season for the SJSU water polo team.
transferred to SJSU, and SJSU. It was not rare to see
sat out this year to become the Spartans lose each of
the four sprints in a game.
eligible for the next one.
And the counter
"Cliff will help us
tremendously," MacNaMa water polo’s version of the
almost inunderstated, "with his fastbreak
speed, ability to win variably found the Sparsprints, and ability to lead tans either a stroke behind
on defense or in total
the counter."
Those two areas, disarray offensively.
Besides the addition of
sprints and counters, were
two very sore spots for Jolley, MacNaMa expects
51111111111eMeel4Ueliel1Ier
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improvement
simply
because all his first-year
players will be back and
they plan to remain in San
Jose during the swniner
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The
PALO ALTO SCHOOL
OF
PROFESSIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY

415 327-0841
4
3351 tLE STREET
NPALO ALTO CA Y4306

Eincational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends
Low hourly cost Dedicated full-time staff
Complete TEST -n -TAPE." facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materiels
Small classes taught by skilled instructors
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
Voluminous home -study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field
Opportunity to transfer to and Continue study at
any of our over BO centers.

Announces openings in the doctoral program
in clinical psychology that begins in
January, 1980
94310(b) dormenly ATI
Send Si for catalog to:
PASPP Admissions B

STATE APPROVED

467 Hamilton Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301
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practice and improve their
individual and collective
games.
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Your photo included 111 the yearbook FREE
Only time the yearbook will be sold on campus
Acklotional poses and MIMS available
Professional quality color photographs
No charge for belfry photographed

DATE
Dec. 3
Dec. 4
Dec. 5
Dec. 6
Dec. 7

HOURS
11:00- 1:00/2:00 - 4:30
8:30 - 1:00/2:00 - 4:30
8:30- 1:00/2:00 4:30
8:30 - 1:00/2:00 - 4:30
8:30 - 1:00/2:00 -4:00

LOCATION
Photomobile - near
Student Union on
7th Street

entertainment
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Carlin -- ’class clown’ takes
his zany act to the movies
by Keith Kropp
Journalism senior

He has produced six comedy albums. He has been a
regular on the "Tony Orlando and Dawn"television
series. He has appeared in the movie "Car Wash" and is
recognized as one of the formost personalities in comedy.
He is George Carlin and now we will have the opportunity to see the man who gave us the "Hippie Dippie
Weatherman" and The seven words you can never say
on television" in a film version of his comedy, a movie
Carlin expects to be released next fall.
"The movie is just a different way to present funny
stuff and ideas," Carlin said at his Brentwood home.
"Just things I can’t do verbally on stage.
The movie will be titled, "The Illustrated George
Carlin," and it will include a lot of different kinds of
sequences. The format of the movie will include
concert footage ( from a peranimation,
some
formance in Phoenix I. as well as TV promos, short announcements interruptions, vignettes and blackouts.
"It is just a lot of little ways to present what are
essentially, jokes," Carlin explained.
This movie venture will be a journey that he has never
traveled, as his experience in films has not been that
extensive.
"Only the monologue parts have I had experience in
doing," Carlin said, speaking in his familiar deep voice.
-Everything else we are using is brand new stuff tome."
Carlin, 42, will not work alone in the movie, as there
will be supporting actors in the film, But acting will be
new to him.
"Most of the things I do since I am a monolguist, I
have to make people make up the pictures. But, I think it
would be fun to do some of the pictures for them. I’d like
that to be a part of my career."
A lot of Carlin’s time is spent looking for ideas to
develop comedy, comedy of a unique type - his own.
Carlin writes and creates his own material, and he is very
conscious of making sure it is entirely his.
"I don’t watch a lot of comedy because I don’t like to
let things slip into my subconscious - things I might take
out later and think are my own. I guard against that," he
said, relaxing in his office surrounded by electronic
equipment.
Carlin’s source of his material? Observation.
"That’s really what it is - a conversational art based
on observation."
So basically, Carlin is a professional observer.
"I just make notes all the time," Carlin said showing
a football-sized bag of notes which represented about
eight or nine months of note taking.
"The idea is not to forget any idea that comes across
my head, even if it is just faintly humorous. That is my
main function - to observe things and make note of them,
then later on I can let them develop into broader things.
Reaching for his notes, Carlin said his job is thinking
up "goofy," ideas. "For example, why don’t I take one ’OK at random now, let’s pick a postcard’ - all right
here’s one, it is just an idea now that they have come up
with a cure for cancer in mice. You know, because they
are always giving it to them, they might as well cure the
little buggers."
Carlin thinks his job is fun, and according to him, "It
is a nice job to have."
My job is to look at things crookedly. It’s a luxurious
kind of existence to sit back and make fun of things other
people take all their time trying to build up, Carlin said.
Probably where Carlin has achieved a lot of notoriety
from his observation has been in his zany news stories
which he has been able to reach the limit in "crookedness."
But Carlin says the observation aspect is different in
his news stories.
"This is where you take standard and stock
characters or situations such as scientific advancements,
labor strikes, people who get killed. Death is big in the
news in real life and I find it overcrowds everything else in
my own news stories.
"Most of the news stories are standard news
sitautions but not standard people. In fact, I’ve got a lot of
new ones I have been working on. What I do is just sit
down and try and say something dopey ... ’A 66-year-old
mail who was trotting backward from Winnipeg to Rio de
Janeiro in order to popularize backward trotting, was
killed today when he was hit by a truck head on from the
rear.’
Such is the -crooked" and bizarre mind of Carlin.
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George Carlin
that opinion from teacher and parent figures hovering
over me like a big conscience saying, ’You’ve got a good
head, but you’re not using it.’
"That has always haunted me. I’ve always wanted to
prove that I had a good head and that I was using it and
this is my way of showing that."
This is the way Carlin would like to be acknowledged.
"I never really have understood ’brilliant’ and I don’t

The
South
Bay
population has been included in an experiment in
radio programming.
The experiment has
been performed by KLIV,
San Jose, which changed
its format froni disco to
album oriented rock ’n roll
three months ago.
The AM station is
breaking the rules with
fewer commercials, total
absence of non-rock music
on the play lists and a lowkey approach by the
station’s announcers; all
atypical of AM stations,
According to Program
Director John Mel,eod,
"We’re looking to the
people, they will determine
what’s happening the next
five years."
The format change was
implemented after a research study was done by
Burkhart-Adams, a radio
consulting firm. Its computerized research identified
a change in national music
trends.
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ONE DAY SERVICE
typing 011 kinds
term papers
reports instant revisions
statistical technical typing
361 April Way
Campbell, Ca 95008
(408) 371-6672

’IMPORTS.
Intersection of
S. 1st and S. Market

998-5060

ARE YOU
PERFECT?
MOST OF US
AREN’T
We Will Type Your Papers
In Di aft and Revise Them
Once - All For $2 Per Page

Pick-Up and Delivery
Fast Turnaround
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(408) 288-7823
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Students stop by and
pick up 15% discount card

Plenty of Free Customer Parking
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ASSOCIATED STUDENT PROGRAM BOARD

Vince Gagliano
Coordinator of the Lifers’ Group
at Rahway State Prison
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Automatic Typing
means dollar savings for
you with fast. error free
copy
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ON CAMPUS

481 E. San Carlos St.
San Jose

Scribe
Secretarial Service
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NEED TO WORK
FOR AWHILE?
SEE US

KINKO’S Copies
NOW DOES
* THESIS COPYING
* GOLD STAMPING
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cra

rerry Stelma

know if I want to be referred to as that, or ’clever’ either
because clever is, in a way, a derogatory term. But if they
just said smart - ’hey, he was really smart.’ That’s all I
want."

KLIV breaks rules;
disco format changed

IMPORTED CAR PARTS

JUMBO MEAL DEAL
A

"I just like those twisty things," he said with a
chuckle. It’s hard to say where I get them. I just let fly
with these stories that are strange but that could happen
in a strange world."
Some of his news stories use the simple word play or pun.
"I do believe in raising the simple pun and if you can
raise it to grand opera it’s really wonderful and people
will accept it. However, a lot of them groan from envy that is strictly an envy sound, they wish they had thought
of it. What they want is not to be taken by surprise by the
pun. They are just curious as to how you did it."
Carlin has fun observing the human race. He watches
and dissects the weird behavior of people.
"Humans are funny - oh yeah," Carlin said with a big
grin. And he has jumped on everything from our language
and certain words, to behavior and bodily functions with
which he has had more than ample fun.
In addition to analyzing behavior he has also concentrated on another aspect - our language and words.
"I have an interest in words and in language, but to
me words are like jewels lying around that need to be
polished. I just notice something, ’now hey that could be
twisted around’ and I write it down."
What Carlin may be remembered for most, particularly where words are concerned, is "The seven words
you can never say on television."
"Seven words" not only brought a lot of laughs to
Carlin fans, but also a lot of attention from the Supreme
Court.
"I was inspired to come up with "seven words" since I
was a class clown and mischief maker, and that includes
doing things which are outrageous and defying
authorities. But also it was a combination of knowing
those things are funny, knowing they are a part of you,
and knowing you feel defiant. So with all those factors it
was just a natural thing to develop.
Carlin’s reaction to the Supreme Court involvement
over his material a New York radio station was sued for
putting his "seven words" over the air) was amusement.
"I guess you can say I am a footnote - a filthy
footnote in law books - but at the same time I was amused
by it all because for anybody who has been kicked out of
school or sent to the principal’s office or got into trouble a
lot as a kid, to have the Supreme Court say that you are
indecent is the ultimate in getting them mad."
Carlin, looking somewhat slim today since a heart
attack nearly two years ago ( in his words a "minor
episode," from which he has completely recovered) got
into comedy early.
He acquired a reputation of being a funny guy at
parties, good talker on the street corner, and class clown.
Also the influence of his parents, who Carlin says are
funny people, particularly his mother used to come home
and tell stories of characters on the bus.
Carlin quit high school to go into the Air Force with
the hope that it would lead him into radio, which it did.
So at 21, he was out of the service with three years of
experience as a disc jockey from a Louisiana radio station
near where he was stationed with the Air Force. He formed a partnership with a friend, Jack Burns, which lasted
two years. But he has been a single since 1962.
So after 17 years by himself he has six comedy
albums, all of them successful, but particularly his first
three - "Class Clown," "FM and AM," and "Occupation:
Foole."
"Class Clown" I liked the best - that and "Occupation: Foote" -- because they are really
autobiographical and have a lot of neighborhood stuff."
When Carlin talks of other comedians who have impressed him, he does not talk about many contemporaries.
"I was attracted to a lot of comedians. Some impressed me more than others and some left me with more
things than other guys. Guys like Jackie Mason, Lord
Buckley and Mort Sahl. Jonathan Winters had a big effect.
It was great to see you could change into a different
person ( like Winters did) and then go right back to
yourself."
Looking at his accomplishments, Carlin paused a
moment, then said, "From what I wanted to do, I’d say I
have been successful. I wanted to get everybody’s attention and to have everybody make faces, and they let
me do that.
"Because I did not finish school I have always had
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International Students:
Where do you stand?

In view of recent developments involving international students.
the Associated Students of San Jose State are concerned about
the situation and the implications.
A workshop on international student’s legal rights and responsibilities will be held on
Thursday Dec. 6 at 1:00 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom. Among the topics to be discussed during the two
hour workshop will be:
Immigration Laws
Constitutional Rights
San Jose State University Regulations
Experts will be on hand to answer your questions affecting a large
segment of the San Jose State University community.
It is being presented by your Associated Students -- "students
serving students" by bringing in the experts, getting you together
with them, and clearing the air.
SPACE FOR THIS AD PAID FOR BY THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
OF SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
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a I) and the
alitornia Bar T xam
Tuition is $405 per
semester
Admissions based
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to the struggle for social
change Two years of college
or equivalent also required
2228 West Seventh Street
Los Angeles, CA 90057
2131388-8171
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SKI CLUB’S SPECIAL ASPEN
MEETING
on
Tuesday
November 70 at / 30 em
in
Engineering 132
$100 or the
balance is due

Come

out and

hear the latest and meet the
people who will make Aspen
Rock! Next Tailgate Party is
Friday Nov 16 at 5.00 Who else
would bring you these !entail,c
who
events except the people
Care

REVISING. editing, organifing
term
reports,

manuscripts,

Baseball
and world

series
yearbooks
programs. autographs, statues.
sports
memorbilia.
QUICK
CASH.

Su Or
Lapin.
Tower 763, or call 1131 0191.

Bus.

MOVING and hauling I have
truck and will do
small
all sorts of lobs. Call ROY at 790
6917.
Take
STUDENT dental plan
enroll
care of your mouth
Information
at
A .5
Nowt!
Office, or call 311 6811.
classes and exercise.
Personal
All ago , all levels
attention, detailed instruction.
School of Ballet Arts, Call 2866111 Or 90-2416.
YOGA meditation. Day and
Emphasis will be
night Cl
directed toward relaxing our
bOdy and mind. We will use our
as a tool to rest our
minds, emotions and tensions.
breath

Students with
percent

I.D.

oll/mo.

receive

SO

Non -students,

530/mo. Please call 292-6359 or

and help the Scholarship Fenn
Give if as a gift; buy another for
yourself. The recipes are faculty
wives’ la vorotes and are superb,
$5.00 plus ta at the Spartan
Bookstore. Gift wrapped.
SNOW FLAKE, If you know
what I mean. Outrageous cutting surfaces of Bra xi lian Agate.
Rock hard. Much harder than
glass and beautiful. Fantasy
Faire, Main floor at doors north
of control desk.
FRIDAY
A GENTLE
EVENING, loin Rot and friends
for muses., and hot tub on 1st
and 3rd Fridays. A safe place,
of
candlelit evenings
these
FOR

music and valley views are a
nonverbal
almost
delightful,
may to unwind. Limited to the
first sio men and six women who
call to reserve 356 0086 after 5

across

from

Spartan
Stadium on the corner of S. 7th
and Humbolt sts. Bring your

Nov. 10, a bicycle trip through
Napa Valley’s Vineyards and
Nov 16, a trip to Point Reyes.
Any ques, or info call Greg at
211-W56.

Automotive

RECAPS $9.99, 83 series small.
Lifetime Guarantee 83 series
large, S12.99. Radial, 70 series

recyclables and come out and

Snow.
516.99. Exc. used tires, 56. THE
TIRE MARKET, (Discount Tire

support us. Volunteers welcome.

Warehouse),

Dell

SJSU
COUNSELING
SER
VICES: Available to all students
who
would
like
help
with
vocational,
personal
or
academic concerns. Come see
us on our new office. Room 223.
Administration
Building,
7th
and San Fernando. Call 277.1966.
GSU Gay Student Union is a
supportive
ication
for
lesbians
and
gay
men
to
socialize

and
We

express

their

gayness.
meet
every
Thursday, usuaily in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room at 8 p.m.
Please come and share. Our
schedule for
December is

November

and

recaps,

and

and
Sun.
nyoaks Ave.. Campbell. Call 371
0690
MECHANIC house. Ils
Tune
up, oil change, chassis tube,
wheel balancing Larry 289 9349.
CUSTOMIZING,

moon
roofs,
and
paint,
pop
tops,
body
mechanical repair
CHUCK’S
AUTO SERVICE CENTER, 3021
Monterey Rd. Call
FREE ESTIMATE

574-9000.

’10 VW Bus Good cond., $2,000
or best oiler Call HU 7391.
’14

YAMAHA

650, exc

cond.,

5,000 mi., $6,500 or best offer
Call 725 9252 eves
RAMBLER Classic. Iran
sportation car. Best oiler Call
’65

286 95911

early

mornings

or

evenings_

II/15 is Movie
night, 11/22, Thanksgiving, no
meeting, Illy, Carla, singing

’76 TOYOTA Celica Very clean
Extras. Comp
Stereo
susp

entertainment,

Must sell.
trying.

12/6,

dance,

12/13, Christmas party and last
meeting.
Lesbian

Call 356 2587,

keep

scheduled
caucus

meets Wednesdays at
7:30 p.m. at the Womens Center .
For more information, call 179

GAYS.

Is

’72 CAPRI

2000 cc 4-spd ET
Maus.
Header
exhaust sys.
107,000 m i 51,000 or b/of ler Call
Hugh at 186 3056.

MEN! WOMEN!

covering Calif. high schools
Contact editor Mark Tennis at

JOBS!
CRUISESHIPS! YACHTS! No
experience Good pay! Europe!

during "I’ week

TEACHERS Needed (4) as soon

NEEDED

the price 01

beer

You

store

can

vary

Language

USED furniture: Good prices.
We are "unfurnishing" apart-

Bookstore, 98 E

on a
have

St. Call 206-

1
7
12
14

18
17
18
19
21
22
24
25
26
27
29
30
32
33
35
37
38
40

41
42
46
47
48

Uomacho,

49
50
53
54
56
58
59
80
61

DOWN
1 Ultra
2 Special award for
scholarly distinction.
3 State further
4 Oar pin
5 One of the
Hebrides
8 Hied
7 Job of work
8 Abominate
9 Moslem title

Say Merle
(J.B.T.)
Leading Player,

and female, earn 00 a day. Call
King Cab Company 2134044.

Los Gatos, CA 93030, or call 3740897.

SEVERAL

prompt personal

PART TIME work for students.
We haven few positions open Inc

service

monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. For free info,
write IJC, Boo $3-511, Corona Del
Mar, CA 92623.

For

more info please call:
MORT STAR

convenience

a.m. or 2 to 5 p.m. SW N. SM St.

America, Australia, Asia, Etc.
All Fields, 000.51,200 monthly.
Expenses

paid.

Sightseeing.

Free into. Write: IJC, Box 52.511
Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625.

_ .

SKIS for sale. Atomic 180s with

WANTED:
Male coach
for
women’s gymnastics. Contact
Bruce
Irvine,
West
Valley

Solomon bindings, $75. Call 998-

Gymnastics School at 374-11192.

PART TIME female Attend.
Care. Most have car. Pay 83.50

STUDENTS: WO-of-Nr- pa-5; plus
practical
experience.
Head

wk. Call 319-1996.

1581

41122 after 5 ILM
UNITED: Half fare coupon 1.35.
Call Jane 3 at 771 3141 TT11, (I S.
or 255 1023 6 7 a at and after 6

per hr. Flexible Or,. 3 days per

accountant needed to maintain
records and prepare financial
statements and tax returns,
Must be enrolled in or completed

p.m

BOOKK aaaaa
Newprof it
avert. 1/2 tinse. Min. jr. ac.
counting studeat. 1414S hrs. per
wk. 2191 204.

Intermediate
Accounting.
20
hours per week. 53.50-54.00 an
hour
(Wort,
Study I.
Also
needed: special protect coordinator to work 20 hours a week,

DRAFTING table, wood, board.
24016" with new vinyl drawing
surface. Adi. height. 515. Pickett
acryl and wood Tsq., 59. Call 297
1475 eves.

for rent in a family
Call 379-2317 eves., or
write P.O. Box 1391, Campbell,

Call. SAN JOSE
STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION. 277.3235,
BETTER
PROCESS
people to work. You need your
transportation and you

one, so first come, I irst served.
Call Jim S. at 2794629,

Smote fort
PEER COTTAGE
Only! Clean for I -I/2 hrs. Car
Rd., San
Wyton
14150
C
needed.
Jose. Call 2511-1274 after 4 p.m.

own

must be over II and a U.S.
citizen. Work mostly at night,
days available. Can help you get
gas if ills rationed. Call 2074144.

I .B .M.
Selectric
Typewriter
1175. Phone Ernie at 247 5491.

EEMMEM
EMMME
EMMENNEM MENNEN
MENNEN= MENNEN
MEM MENEM= MEN
HEWN
MEM MEE
ENEM HENN EMMEN
MENNEN ANN=
MENEM. MENNEN
MEM= MENNEN
ENE= MEME MAMA
WINEM MEM
EMMEN
MEN HEINEMAN MEN
HEMMEN ENMEMENE
WENN= MENNEN=
ENE=
EMMEN

patient
be
Please
MUM* I have voice defect.
204.170.

575/100. Send stamped,
self
addressed envelope for details.
Oa Is Enterprises; Boo 1721 -CC;
Vancouver, WA WNW
ATTENTION

ii751 gett-ing- a
lob without ill SCALE offers one
to three units, jOb experience
and valuable contacts. Explore
your rrrrrr aspirations and gain
In
awareness.
community

free

ips available in 53 degree
Register now. SCALE is a
SJSU
program.
Old
Building.

Call

277

Call 394.4499.
LIVE

MUSIC

weddings,

for

parties, receptions. can vocalist
guitarist Skip Garcia at 197
1646.

TUTORIAL

sessions

Latin,

Italian (plus lit, and history I.
WOULD like to find a female
Companion to lire with a handicapped man. Free rent. can

ROOM and MEALS
One and 1/2 miles Irons school
peaceful, cleu atmosphere with
other students. aaaaa Southern
Estate on one acre of land.
Delicious meals. No smoking in

and

qUalified

applicants over 26.
Part time employment. Naval
Reserve, Call Floyd at 991-8083
or 998.8089.

house. Room, meals and utilities
included S300 per person. 5275
Share room. 192-1512 or 293.3643.

(credentials

education

programs) Mrs. Liu C. yin
cent. MA (Latin), BA (in Italy).
Near
Semi retired, Certified.
campus. Call 216.1840.

GODDESS, rock ba-nd-a-v;i-lable
for parties, dances. whatever
For more into , call 253 8202
WEDDINGS. Harmony Center
Rev. G. Key. Beautiful, tasteful
ceremonies.

Inter denoininati

onal. 971-4723.

EASY extra income. 2-3 hrs/wk
Interesting,
enioyable
and
educational.
Introducing
our
Student
Career
Services
to
campus
customers
via
telephone
ta lions

Lost & Found

St

and media presen
No up
necessary.

Commission basis Write
The
Atabirt. 11755 Viejo Camino,
Afasca
o. CA 93437.

FOUND: TI calculator, north
. Base
side of Seventh St.
of stairwell. Call 277.1569 to
claim

HIRING

for recalls, cashier,
hostess Full or part. Call 1404323 Monterey Whaling Ce.

bag
with
Athletic
LOST:
racquetball equip, and ctothes.
Wed. am, Fell oil motorcycle on
San Fernando. Call Vic at 277
1655 alter 10 p.m.

Persmiids
PERMANENT hair remora! by
FY. Call 844.1511, Mon. and

.

ale removed
specialist
elni

IBM Corr. Selectric.

machine. Good typist. Call 2874355.

formats. 20 years up Duality
work. Blossom Hill area. Call

INTELLIGENT
TYPING
Connie and Gary. 9114712. $ am.
to 8 Pm

Kathie at 178 1116 from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m.

’Motorcycle Mike
Was a rip-roaring guy.
But away from his wheels
He was really quite shy.
Then Bicycle Belle
Came on to the scene
And Mike flipped
Over his new-found queen.
He called Classified
To unload his wheels
And soon was offered
Dozens of deals.
He spoke up so well,
His price grew and grew
He sold it, then bought Belle
A bicycle for two.

e($

MISERLY

muse lovers max.
mile
money
and
minimize
middlemen with AUDIO EN
TERPR ISES, SJSU’s complete
consumer

electronics buying
service with the widest selection
of the highest I idelity, of the
lowest prices. Nearly 300 brands
01
stereo
compacts,
corn

4661
14011,

-

- (/-

you buy elsewhere, check the
low AE price Cal 755 5550 any
time except M/W, ask for Ken.
Students
and
faculty
only
please.
weekly
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S.U.

board

specials. AUDIO
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equivalent manuscript with no
immediate
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distributors to you in II to 18
Optional 5 yr parts and
labor Disc washer and S free
LP’s with any system Tapes
and access, your at cost with
1100 or more purchase Before

the
CONGRATULATIONS to
fall ’79 pledge class of Sigma
Alpha Mu. Lots ofluck and love!
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and
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stage or studio. Also TV’s.
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with
theses,
term
papers,
resumes, letters, etc. Cal 732.

Denver, CO 10277. Deadline Jan.
31, 1980, PEACE INC., 12051 W.
Dumbarton, Morrisaft. C010465.

home.

callus.

Cal

sthand. For information: send
S7 to Peace Inc., PG .Box 27749,

UNWANTED hair removed by
registered electrologist at 206 N.
Bascom, II years experience,

ROOM

Assistants1

nights in your choice of hotel.
Free &mks. 1,10 in chips, much
more 5150 or best offer. Only

San

LIVE with a family in England
for 599.95, summer 1980. Ex
penance English culture fir

Cafeteria

Housing

II.

TECHNICAL

TYPING.

and
understood
by
Finest
everyone!
For
the
Wedding Photography, call John
at 44111-23418.

by
Department.
South

Selectric

Call 152-2560. tam toe pm.

Reports, term papers, theses.
dissertations, letters. tecchn Ica I
typing, etc. Familiarity with all

elegant

Approved

Selectric II.
Cali Shirley at 255 0500 alter 4:30

U.S. Pats
secretary in my S.J. home. Call
Pat at 497-3311 days, or 297 1711
PVeS.

Wedding

2187.

S3.5044.00 an hour. Typing and
general office shills required.
(Work
Study
or
Student

TRIP to Tahoe for 2. Won in
contest and am selling. Worth
over S300. Includes. 3 days. 2

a

neatness
teed_ Exp
and

reports

G

TYPING

Photographer? Images by John
are expressions of love, soft,

time people for all shifts. Call
791.5141 between 8:30 and II

OVERSEAS
JOBS
.Summer/year round
Europe, S.

for

or

FAST. E ff Hien, Typing. Term
papers. Resumes, Theses, etc.

All

IBM Corr

typing
Theses.
by Stanford Univ,

blood test. No waiting period Be
married near campus by Rev
Don, IS.. D.D. Call 998-0149

manager trainees and counter
people. We need lull and part

sales experience helpful, but not
necessary. We train. Call $44
0400.

PARKING
Storage. Fenced
and lit. Convenient to SJSU.
515/rno. 620 S 3rd St. Call 27/-

10 Mere nonsense
11 Experimented
with
12 Ohio Senator
13 Box score items
15 Dessert treat
20 Beached
23 Vacationer’s
choice
25 Lost continent of
the Indian Ocean
27 Keg: Abbr,
28 Border settlement
29 Trimming
31 Ponder
33 Unusual person
34 Citizen of Asmara
38 Civic -: Abbr.
37 Unfurl
39 Black Sea port
43 Nodding, as
plants
44 Cower
45 - candle to (be
compared with(
47 Veins
48 Put off by
evasion: Colloy.
50 Cease
51 Shell gear
52 Heavenly bear
55 Amtrack stop
57 Scary sound

today! Legal if both
over 18 and living together
No
confidential,
Absolutely

roping.

eves.

Jose, Blossom Valley area
Janet at 227.9525.

IBM

MARRY

LOOKING

.

rrrrrrr ions.

kinds

NAPPI
HOUSE
RestaurantsInc. is expanding and needs new
employees. Positions open for

responsible people who want to
earn 5100 to $400 per week,
working only 71 to 75 hours.
Perfect for students.
Won’t
interfere with classes. Previous

253 3277
to review your insurance needs
at the time and place of your

TYPING.
and deadlines
in
Masters,

Services

PART TIME work for students,
$500 plus per month Set own
hours. Call Lorraine at 371-9733.

2944721

PROFESSIONAL 11,17Ht. Ex
Deadlines
teed Low rates. Call Jeannie at
274 1975.

Typing

insurance

5500-51,200

Leese’ from a

at

peroenced

Company, 444 E
William St
110th and Wm. sts.) Mon Fri., 9
6, Sat., IS; Sun . 17 5 1 blocks
from campus. Call 290 1613,

SJSU

at 54.50/hr. Call George at 291.
9819. NAACO Auto Painting.

Summer,

Dorothy
wknds.

BETTY
I’m sorry for the
trouble I caused and did to you 1
love you, Nick

autos to/from car dealers in San
Jose area. Flex, hrs. avail. Start

year round. Europe, S. America,
Australia, Asia, etc. All heels.

GOOD typist. Close to campus.
Manuscripts, thesis, etc. Call

books ... Voltage converters ..
Camping tours
Club Med
Trip
and
Travel
Planning

our

PROFESSIONAL

(between 9th and 10th sts).

papers, thesis typed.
with
IBM
Selectric
various type balls. Call V.
Norris at 227.1035.

Youth hostel cards
.. Student ships and trains ..
Infra European flight bookings
and tickets . Insurance...Wide
map selection
Luggage ...
Backpacks .. Hard to fond travel

secret friend.

part time female
drivers needed for transport of

AMERICAN COPY INC.
No exp. required. Part or full
time. 407 E.Santa Clara St

State Farm car, homeowners,
lite and/or health insurance
policy. I would also enioy the
opportunity of providing you
with dependable protection and

to

TERM
Si/pg.

placement

CAB DRIVERS NEEDED. Full
time and part time drivers
needed. 25 years of age or older
with good driving record. Male

Mature
fernle
models. Semi nude. nude. SID
pr/hr. Please contact Kim at
Art West Studios, P.O. Box 1939,

JOBS:

eireirtay

Nappy

Kitakyushu,

OVERSEAS

and Trude Jaffe

Stettin’s river
Snow measure
Proportion
Compass pt.
Combining form
for lizard
Jug lug
Boards a
plane
Sesame
Zoroastrian
sacred writings
Stately dance
Microscopic
plant, in Botany
vita brevis
Cookies
Memorable Queen
of Tonga

New

Homemakers, Call 390-1344,

I 1 1

needs? I would enjoy helping
you protect the good things you
have worked hard for with a

MT Les Aegeles Timm Symbreir

ACROSS
- to say
Beam
African cape
Hindu poet,
Nobel prize winner. 1913.
Bloomsbury
dweller
Of a language
group
Where Patton
fought: Abbr.
Former name of
the Marianas
N.J.’s neighbor
Scandinavian
Hamilton’s prov.
Clytemnestra s
mother
Under one’s (in plain view)
Knight of the
Round Table
Vise Trap of a sort
Secret love affair
Outcome
Esoteric
Eastern garments
Cole of music
The best of a
class, group, etc.

Call

Bldg.

ALL

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
FalTalr

P.J. Point those sexy hogs. We

wages.

or drop by 122 E San Salvador
Si in downtown San Jose (1
from
the Science

block up
Bldg .I.

Travel services and
fares
International
Student Identity Card issuance
Eurail. Youthraii and Britrail
passes
Overseas
lob

2nd

various

married couples, both able to
leach, with some experience
teaching
children
Contact
Mylchiro
Nohara,
Yamaha
IF,

Happy

anniversary Hope your future is
tilled with happiness
Enioy
Saturday night Love Beth and
Dan

Horizons at 244-5552.

NEEDED

San Fernando

your

photo.

Fukuoka, Japan.

employees.
When
you
need
insurance, isn’t it nice to know
there is someone who can help
all

Japan.

Mexicco
Africa

.. South and Central
U S A
Jet flights

discount

Diane

Nursing and clerical
personnel Flemble hours, good
pay. Aides, orderlies, 55.25/hr.;
L.V.N.’s.
87/hr.,
RN’s,
SI.SO/hr
Clerical
personnel.

IMMEDIATE openings in your
area
helping
elderly
and
disabled. Work around your
Classes.
No
ten.
necessary.
Rekedy

KokurakilaKu,

DEAR STUDENTS, faculty and

with

in

and

U.S.
College
graduate,
good
personality,
willing to stay 2 years. 51,100 to
1.1.500
per
month.
Pref ir

Wed thru Sat., 9 6

on corner of 3rd
6375.

Institute

Send
resume
Requireme Is

288 664/
A FOUR DAY STORE

ments close to campus
regular
basis.
We

Box
4011t.
S.M., CA 9S/160, 153S Watt Au.

as possible to teach English
at
California
O onversation

the

ALCOHOL from Ito 10 percent.
BEERMAKERS OF AMERICA
1040 N 4th St

Asia

Typing Agency.
services.

Professional

a.m.
Reasonable rates Open
to /pm,MF PHONE 281 1710

anywhere

CHRIS and SUE

bought

Hawaii

America

CRUISEWORLD,

1/2

Laker) .

Please call

TO Mike the Pike, Bog Mac, and
all the Pike Pledges Good luck

SUPPLEMENT your income at
home
slotting
envelopes.

Edited by Margaret

Europe
Australia

woman companion
291 2301

So
Amer
Worldl
Scnd 41.95 lc. APPLILATION,
INFO.,
REFERRALS
to

putting it together and you only
need a small space to do it NO
ADDITIVES! Pure malt Costs

BERKELEY

at discount
We also represent all
operators
(including

thIbehts and my feelings with a

days or weekends in Los Gatos
for disabled graduate student
$4/hr Call 314-2716, in a m

week

ac

Call 769 86/4

anywhere

charter

tastic Very little actual work in

Work

flights
fares

Australia!
am.

Fast.

T Y PING Theses term papers.
lop and fast Reas rates

etc

I AM a warm, sensitive. ban

145-$894
PART time

typist

IBM Corrective Selectric

Student Travel Services Open 7
days a week Budget Flights 19110
Domestic and international let

Mcapped man with a speech
detect I would like to share my

legal! You can be drinking your
own import type brew in 3 to 4
weeks New recipe tastes fan

USED Books For Less. Recycle

Mud

at 448-2381

it

Guadalupe Room. Here are
some coming attractions! On
Nov. 6 a talk will be given on

and

GIVE the gift only VW Can lint
to someone vou love, a beautiful
award winning portrait by John.
Call John

Now

rugs, dressers, desks, beds and
MISC. Cash and carry. Call 295
7438.

take
glass,

aluminum and tin cans, (please
flatten) and now motor oil.
We’re

BEE RMAK ING

I. S P . your Pledge Daughter.
Pat

Fri

marketing assistant for Cal Hi
Sports, a new sports newspaper

ble

Cali 251 SOU

JUDY Tom a hot pledge mom
Take care of Jose
Love in

GOOD S. Set your own hours
Process service Call 29S 6008,

exp

reaso

Travel

Love, Domes

TTE NDCARE for man Part
time, 1Q10 neon. 114/hr C11 292.
OW horn 1 6 p.m

Mon

PROF

HAPPY universe, y in West
great
Mont Hope you have
day in Him Thanks so much!

793-3318 for into

P147111

NEEDED: Two reporters, one
photographer
and
one

KARATE
White Tiger School
of Self Delense special offer
496 0126 5 lessons for $20

INTERESTED in outdoor adventures? Come to the SJSU
Sierra Club meeting every Tues.
night
at
7 30
in the S.U.

"The Fight for Lake Tahoe." On

Fuiept

Nine. Will train Call E Guild at

2954, Los Angeles, C 90019

available dinettes, heleabeds,
coffee and end tables, lamps,

Recycling

p.m.
We
cardboard,

Call Cheryl

pm.

Center is open this semester
Wed., 10-2 p.m., and Sal. and

TYPIST for law hew

IRISH harps
Various sues
Easy to play Sylvia Woods, But

tape

mind

II e lp %V a n ted

you

Sun.,
9-4
newspaper,

Good

7

ForSale

special Xmas
LOOKING for
gift? Buy the URI Associates
Cookbook "Easy and Elegant"

293-3663.
SPARTAN Gardens

PINTO

eyes.
14151273 7435. Call collect.

SKI CLUB. Jose WI 2529

00

72

deck S950 or oiler
at 444 4161

0111Cambor 4. 1979

Enclosed Is $

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED

Services
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Alter stress causes, study says
Although people tend to deal with relieving stress on
a personal level, they may need to work on alleviating
stress sources in their environment, according to a
study by Robert Glines’ medical sociology class.
A pamphlet, "How Does Your Environment Add to
Your Stress?" is the result of the study, and is available
in the Student Union.
"The pamphlet will let people know what they can
do to change outside problems" rather than just dealing
with the effects of those problems, said Marie McDonough, one of the students conducting the study.
Most people deal with stress on a personal level, by
taking a warm bath, reading a book, having a glass of
wine, practicing yoga, or smoking pot," McDonough
said. But while these may help the person to relax,
"they are not changing the source of the stress."
The pamphlet outlines causes of stress as being
connected with family, work and community environments.
Work-related stress could be the result of a dead-end
job or personality clashes. Family stress could be
caused by financial difficulties, sex problems or
parenting.
McDonough said the community environment is

"society’s problems. If you as a citizen can help the
crime problem, that would reduce stress."
The pamphlet then suggests how to channel energy
outside of yourself and direct it toward the stress
source. The process involves identifying the problem
areas, developing strategy, discussing the problem, and
implementing plan of action.
McDonough said approximately 240 students, area
residents and working persons were interviewed for the
study by class members.
"We asked them what in the environment is causing
you stress, how do you deal with it and what alternatives would you explore?" McDonough said.
Classmate Kathy Allard said the pamphlet is "based
on the premise that there is stress in any environment,
and it causes stress and physical ailments in people.
"We want to show people what process to go
through to ultimately help themselves," Allard said.
Clines said the pamphlet doesn’t cover how to enact
the changes in the environment, but that it "throws out
a few questions for people to ask themselves about what
is causing the problems.
"Hopefully, this will get people to think about it,
begin to change their environment." he said.

’Over 60’s’ program provides challenge
-continued from page 1
Sutphen said the program builds confidence for
older students and also provides an intellectual
challenge. "They give as much as they receive," she
said.
She said there are about 65 students in the program
at present.
"That’s a nice round figure," Fullerton said,
laughing with the audience.
Fullerton commented later that the program is
helpful to reitred people who find it difficult to pay
university fees when they are on a pension.
"Many of them paid taxes for all those years that
they didn’t come to school," she said.
The older students provide a good experience for
younger students in classes because the seniors "can
relate f:. ,..xperence what it was like in the ’30s," she
said.
Alexis Olds, assistant director of admissions, said
the limit of students allowed in under the pilot program
was 200.
Olds said she was unsure how many would be
allowed now the bill has become law, but said she would
appeal to the CSUC Chancellor’s Office if she received
more than 200 applications.

Errors corrected
in class schedules
The Philosophy Department has corrected two
class schedule errors which appeared in the SJSU
Spring 1980 catalog.
Philosophy 60, section one, code 35906 will meet
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 11 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Business Classes. room 124.
Philosophy 113, section one, code 36002 will meet
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 12:30-1:45 p.m. in the Old
Science Building, room 112.

The biggest problem she has to deal with is that
often the students do not understand why they have to
be of the same eligibility as any other student, she said.
The applicants must be California residents and
have either high school records or SAT test records. Or,
they can take the necessary testing on campus.
Students with 56 or more units of college credit
could also be eligible, she said.
Olds said some over-60 students choose not to join
the fee waiver program, because the program requires
the students to register by space available. They cannot
pre-register, like paying students.
In general, the program has proved a positive experience, and the over-60 students tend to be openminded and enjoy mixing with younger students, Olds
said.
Many really prefer the present system of having
classes with younger students, as opposed to being
separated in classes by themselves, she said.
Marjorie Hyslop, a student in the program who
joined it in its beginning, said she said she started out as
an SJSU employee working full-time, taking night
classes.
"Just the fact that there would be a specific age
group I’d be a part of gave me the courage" to join the
program, she said.

Carter to make bid today
WASHINGTON ( AP) - President Carter plans to
keep his re-election announcement Tuesday a low-key
affair because of the Iran crisis, but campaign aides are
pushing hard to raise $2 million this week in a coast-tocoast series of fundraisers.
Carter plans to make the announcement sometime
during the day, probably at the White House. He will
then attend a fundraising dinner Tuesday night at a
Washington hotel.
He already has recorded a five-minute television
announcement to be broadcast at 8:55 p.m. EST
Tuesday on the CBS network. The campaign paid for the
air time.

by Lou Fedorski

A PEACEFUL SOLUTION /S
THE BEST ANSWER
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COME UP wi TN SOMETHING. ’

Frat triumphs in College Bowl
It will be Tau Delta Phi vs. Tau Delta Phi today at 1
p.m. for the 1979 SJSU College Bowl crown.
The match will be held in the S.U. Ballroom.
The winner of the match will progress to the College
Bowl regionals in Long Beach next March.
The College Bowl pits two teams of four students
against each other to answer questions on little-known
subjects. The matches consist of two 10-minute halves.
This year, Tau Delta Phi, which won last year’s
competition, entered two teams. Both advanced through
an original field of 13 teams. Tau Delta Phi "A"
defeated Tau Delta Phi "B" on Nov. 20.
Because of the double-elimination rule in the
tournament, the "B" team went on to compete in a
loser’s bracket, which it won, defeating Phi Delta Theta
last Tuesday.
If the "B" team wins today’s match, there will be a
sudden death competition immediately following between the two teams.
The College Bowl matches are being sponsored by
the Student Union and GROPE.
The competing members of the scholastic honor
fraternity are:
Team "A": David Sturrock, MBA graduate candidate; Tom Mallon, materials engineering and environmental studies senior: Chuck Miller, molecular

biology senior; and Molly Olds, mathematics senior.
Team "B": Bernadette Burns, psychology senior;
Bruce Eddy, radio-TV broadcasting senior; Beverly
Makishima, accounting senior; and Stephen Rice, accounting sophomore.

Correction
The Spartan Daily
misidentified the current
acting chairman of the
Home
Economics
Department as Sybil Weir
instead of Vaunden Nelson
in its Dec. 3 article concerning SJSU’s sagging
enrollment. Weir will
replace Nelson in January
as acting chairperson.
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PREPARE FOR THE APRIL 26,1980

HILLEL PRESENTS
Cali Days Evenings A Weekends

"JAY ROTHMAN"
who will speak on
"Jewish Non -violence -History of an Alternative"
at 12 noon. Tuesday. December 4th
at the campus chapel

"FREE"
Co-sponsored by
The Associated Students of
San Jose State

Educational Center

415 327-0841
2251 TALI STREET
PALO ALTO CA 11304

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends
Low hourly cost Dedicated full-time staff
Complete TEST -n -TAPE"^ facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials
Small classes taught by skilled Instructors
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
Voluminous home -study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert In their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of Our Over 80 centers.
for Information About Other Conte,, In Moro than W Maio

US C,Oes
Outside NY State CALL Tell FREI. 11111-223-17112

& Abroad

spa rtagu ide
Baptist Student Union
will have a special meeting
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Almaden Room.
Chicano
Business
Students Association will
hold elections for spring
officers at 3:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Pacheco Room. Call Mario
Reyes at 262-0755 for more
information.
Associated Students
will have a council meeting
at 3 p.m. tomorrow in
council chambers, third
floor of the S.U. This will be
the last council meeting of
the semester. For more
details call the A.S. office
at 277-3201.
Career Planning and
Placement will sponsor
"Assertiveness for Job
Hunting" at 2:30 p.m.
tomorrow in Business
Tower, room 50. Another
event is "Job Hunting
Techniques for Educators"
at 5 p.m. tomorrow inthe
S.U. Almaden Room. Sign
up in Building Q for either
event or call 277-2816.

The 1979 Faculty Book
Talks series will culminate
with Dr. Arthur Regan
reviewing "Essays in
Folkloristics." The book
talk will be held at 12:30
p.m. tomorrow in the staff
cafeteria, room A.

Denevi Camera is
sposoring a photo contest
EnSJSU’s
with
vironmental Information
Center, open to all amateur
photographers. Deadline is
Dec. 10 for 35nun black and
white 8x10’s, 35nun color 8
x 10’s, and 110 3-1/2 x 5
Sigma Delta Chi is photos, for prizes of $50, $25
having initiation of new and $10 gift certificates in
members at 11:30 a.m. each category. Call Denevi
tomorrow in Journalism for information at 279-1681.
117.

Theta Chi fraternity
will host their last open
party of the decade from 8
p.m. to midnighttorrow at
123 S. 11 st.
SCALE is sponsoring
"SJSU
Melwn,"
a
workshop tomorrow on test
antAArty and stress red to in
time for finals. The
workshop
includes
meditation,
cognitive
techniques,
mental
imagery and relaxation
exercises. It will be held
from 2 4 p.mm the SV
oom. Call Suzie Hair at 2772187 for more details.
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REBECCA

EVENT

New Film Schedule
Available in the
Student Union

IATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

from the
wondrous bestseller...
Of exile and flight.
Of heroism and cowardice.
Of allegiance and tyranny.
Of love and hank.
The story of a hand of
adventurers who faced
obedience- and death.
Or rebellion and survival
perhaps.

Watership
Down_,
MARTIN ROSEN’S PRODUCTION OF RICHARD ADAMS’S
"WATERSHIP DOWN"
nom Tom
AVCO EMBASSY PICTUCES %Mese TTEC
..stERTRTIP0011.441,

THE WEDNESDAY CINEMA
Dec. 5
7&10pm
$1.00
Student Union Ballroom

,‘,V11."11111!

A

SHOWCASE MAGAZINE
is looking to discover top new faces.
Male/female, all ages, including
children for magazine advertising -T. V. -- movies -- product identification,
and casting. If you want to be
discovered, and have a chance to get
to the top, we are constantly on a
search for new talent. If you qualify you
could even win a $1,000.00 prize -cornposites and portfolio, no experience necessary, (no nudes). For
personal and confidential evaluation,
interviews will be held Monday thru
Wednesday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. at San
Jose Holiday Inn, 282 Almaden Blvd.,
Park Center Plaza.

